CONFIDENTIAL

SHAPTO 154. THIS IS A NATO MESSAGE.

AS LAST 6 WORDS OF SHAPTO 12¢ OF 5 SEP MAY BE INTERPRETED TO GIVE DISPENSATION TO USE OTHER SYSTEM IF TYPEX/SIMPLEX IS NOT HELD, THESE 6 WORDS SHOULD BE DELETED. MESSAGE ENDS AFTER "COSMIC TRAFFIC".

NOTE: 1¢ IS DA IN 13429 (5 SEP 51) SGN

ARMY ROUTING:
ACTION: SGN
INFO: SIG, CC, JCS(JCEC), AF, NAVY, C2.

NCC ROUTING:
2¢2...COG
¢3...¢2...2¢3¢3...¢0 FILE...

NAVSECASTA ROUTING:
INFO: AFSA ¥4_____OP-2¢2R____
      AFSA ¥4A____11____131_____OP-2¢2____2¢2T3____

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED.
CONSULT CRYPTO CENTER BEFORE DECLASSIFYING.

12161¢Z JCF 51